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Abstract
Nowadays most companies in whichever field have a
software system that helps managing all the aspects of the
company, from the strategic management to daily activities.
Companies are in continuous evolution to adapt to mar-
ket changes, and consequently, the Information Technology
(IT) infrastructure that supports it must also evolve. Thus,
software companies are currently supporting this evolution
with ad hoc techniques.
We think that, as it is being done for traditional soft-
ware systems (non-oriented to business process) in the soft-
ware product line (SPL) field, institutionalized techniques
for performing a systematic reuse of business processes
across different businesses can be introduced.
In this paper, we propose to adapt SPL techniques, ori-
ented to reuse software, to Business-Driven Development
(BDD), oriented to reuse processes, across different busi-
nesses; we call this proposal Business Family Engineering
(BFE). We present a first approach to build a SPL of BDD
systems that evolves at runtime.
1 Introduction
Nowadays, software systems supports most of the activ-
ities of a company due to it improves their daily work and
their strategic management. Thus, Information Technology
(IT) infrastructure must evolve to adapt companies to the
continuous evolution of markets. Currently this evolution is
supported by ad hoc techniques.
Business-Driven Development (BDD) is a research field,
which is the focus of this paper, that tries to solve this prob-
lem designing software systems starting from the business
∗This work has been partially supported by the European Commission
(FEDER) and Spanish Government under CICYT project Web-Factories
(TIN2006-00472).
processes of the companies.
In BDD, business processes are designed to be executed
over a process engine. Of course, current process engineers
redesign the processes every time that is needed using ad
hoc techniques to maximize the level or reuse from one ver-
sion to another. In addition, when dealing with several busi-
nesses in a certain domain, many common features can be
found, and reuse across businesses is also exploited.
Software product lines (SPL) systematizes the reuse
across the set of similar products that a software company
produces. We think that such systematization can be also
applied in BDD improving the results achieved by current
ad hoc techniques.
The main goal of SPL is to obtain a reduction of the over-
all development costs and times for the products derived
from the product line [7]. Basically, in SPL we obtain a
set of software systems, called products. Each product con-
tains common functionalities, and a set of specific features
that differentiates one product from another.
The idea of applying SPL to BDD, has been explored by
Schnieders et al. in an approach called Process Family En-
gineering (PFE) [12]. Basically, PFE follows the SPL phi-
losophy for managing the evolution of the business process
of an unique business, thus, managing only one software
system. That is to say, each product in PFE represents an
evolution of the process (at runtime).
Thus, PFE may be the solution to manage the evolution
of the business process of a company, but no techniques has
been described to systematize the reuse across several busi-
nesses. In addition, the models proposed by PFE approach
are not expressive enough for documenting dynamic evolu-
tions on runtime.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. On the one
hand, we propose a new research field called Business Fam-
ily Engineering (BFE) that is oriented to provide the tech-
niques and methods needed to build a product line of BDD
systems. Roughly speaking, BFE is a product line of prod-
uct lines, where the products of the first SPL are abstract
processes that acts as assets for the second product line
where evolution of this processes are managed by means of
PFE. We focus our efforts on minimizing the implicit risk of
combinatorial explosion, and on the other hand, on solving
some deficiencies we have detected in current approaches
for PFE regarding the expressiveness of models for docu-
menting the evolution.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents
the related work and motivation of our work; Section 3
presents a description of BFE and its relationships with
PFE; Section 4 and 5 presents an overview of the software
process and how to obtain the core process framework of the
business family; Section 6 presents how to obtain the prod-
ucts of our approach and how to manage the evolution of the
products of our business family; and finally, in the last sec-
tion, we draw the main conclusions and the future research
lines needed to enable a business family infrastructure.
2 Related work and motivation
In this section, we present the related work needed to un-
derstand and to motivate this paper. Regarding BFE, to the
best of our knowledge, there not exists any approach that
provides all the techniques needed for enabling the mass
production of BDD systems that evolves at runtime. In [9]
we present a first step to the definition of a SPL of BDD
systems that evolves at runtime, oriented to reuse processes
across different businesses. Roughly speaking, BFE is a
product line of product lines, where the products of the first
SPL are abstract processes that acts as assets for the second
product line where the evolution of each business is man-
aged. In this paper, we extend the ideas presented in [9].
In SPL [8, 10] a product is composed of a set of common
features and a set of variable features. Common features ap-
pears in all products and variable features appears under de-
mand of products’s consumers. Observing a certain product
of a SPL, although it is described as a set of fixed features,
some features can be in use in a certain moment and some
not. Thus, in SPL the evolution of the system at runtime,
also called runtime variability, is not taken into account in
the feature model.
PFE approach is given by PESOA research group from
Hasso Plattner Institute for IT Systems Engineering in [1].
In the same way that SPL approach provides all the tech-
niques needed for enabling the mass production of soft-
ware in a certain application domain, PFE provides all the
techniques needed for enabling the mass production of pro-
cesses in a certain business. Each product represents a set
of processes enabled at a certain moment of the execution.
In PFE we obtain only one software system that evolves at
runtime, where the features are processes. Every process
evolution represents a product that contains a subset of fea-
tures, but the PFE system contains all the features. PESOA
uses feature model for representing the set of processes con-
tained into a business, and Business Process Model Nota-
tion (BPMN) to represent an specific process. BPMN is
defined by OMG in [6] as a flow chart based notation for
defining business processes. BPMN provides (i) a graphical
notation based on Business Process Diagram (BPD), which
is a diagram used to design and manage business processes;
and (ii) a formal mapping to an execution language: Busi-
ness Process Execution Language (BPEL).
PESOA introduces an extension of BPMN to represent
variability in a process [11]. Figure 1 shows an example
of a feature model of an E-shop business and an extended
BPMN to represent a checkout process. Feature model rep-
resents all the processes contained into the E-shop business.
Roughly speaking if a process is denoted as mandatory it
must be present in all the possible configurations of the busi-
ness, for example: Checkout. Each process is represented
using BPMN with the extensions for variation points and
the extensions needed to represents the relationship between
features and processes. As shown in Figure 1 the variation
point is represented as a puzzle-piece icon and for feature
and processes relationship we see that Calculate Sum can
be implemented as a sequence of Calculate Sum and Calcu-
late Discount sub-processes that is applied when the feature
Personalized Shopping Cart is selected.
Thus, the main motivation of our work is that, although
PFE may be the solution to manage the evolution of the
business process of a company, no techniques has been de-
scribed to systematize the reuse across several businesses
and proposed models are not expressive enough for docu-
menting dynamic evolutions on runtime due to feature mod-
els are not designed to support runtime variability.
As can be observed in Figure 2, where we depict how
SPL and PFE products are generated, SPL products are im-
plemented by software artifacts that for each of them there
exists a feature selection phase that generates the final prod-
ucts (a set of core and variable features). PFE products are
implemented by processes. For each product, the system
can evolve to another product increasing or decreasing the
variable set of features thus, each product is a software sys-
tem based on processes.
3 Preliminaries
In this section, we present a rigorous description of busi-
ness families describing also its relationship with process
family engineering.
3.1 BFE Definition
Business Family Engineering (BFE) can be defined as: a
set of software systems driven by business processes (here-
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Figure 1. Example of feature model and extended BPMN by PFE approach
after business) where each product of the family has a set
of common processes and a set of variable processes. The
formal definition of BFE can be represented as follows: Let
BF be a Business Family that contains a set of n > 1 busi-
nesses
BF = {B1, B2, ..., Bn}
where each B represents a business. Each business B can
be defined as a set of processes (denoted with P ). Thus,
each Bi in BF can be defined as follows:
Bi = {P1, P2, ..., Pk}; k > 0; 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Given this it holds there exists a set of common processes
between whichever set of businesses. Let Bi and Bj be two
businesses contained in BF where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n:
Bi ∩Bj 6= φ
Thus, we can say that a business family can be also de-
fined as a set of core and variable processes/features. We
assume that there exists a binary relationship between fea-
tures and processes, thus a feature must not represent a set
of processes. Let CF be the set of common processes or
features and let VF be the set of variable features,thus BF
can be defined as follows:
BF = (CF, V F )
In that way, a business Bi is defined formally as a tuple
containing all the CF and a subset of V F denoted as SV F :
Bi = (CF, SV F ∈ V F )
3.2 Description of the integration of BFE
with PFE
Figure 3 depicts the integration between BFE and PFE.
As defined before, each business contains a set of core pro-
cesses, CF , and a set of variable processes, V F . How-
ever, in PFE the processes/features appears and disappears
at runtime. As shown before, each configuration of the set
of processes enabled at certain moment represents a prod-
uct. Thus, we can say that the CF of a BF are always
enabled at runtime, but the set of processes in V F is not
fixed at runtime.
Thus, as PFE defines, we can set up a product line that
takes into account this runtime variability. For formalizing
these concepts we should redefine each business B of a BF
as:
B = (CF, SV F ∈ V F, F∆ :
: t, {Feature× ...× Feature} 7→
7→ {Feature× ...× Feature})
where F∆ is a function that given an instant t transform
the set of SV Ft into the new set of variable features of the
following time instant t+1, that is to say SV Ft+1, formally:
F∆(t, SV Ft) = SV Ft+1 ∈ V F
•SV F t 6= SV F t+1
Figure 4 sketches a graphical representation of F∆,
where it is represented the transformation of SV Ft into
SV Ft+1. In an instant t there exists an specific set of SV Ft
for business Bj that evolves in instant t+1 to another differ-
ent set SV Ft+1. The evolution is defined by the F∆ func-
tion in t.
4 Overview of the software process of our ap-
proach
In this section, we describe the software process and
modeling elements needed to develop a business family.
Figure 5 shows the software process of our approach in
SPEM1. In this software process there exists two main activ-
1http://www.omg.org/technology/documents/formal/spem.htm
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Figure 2. SPL and PFE approaches
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Figure 3. BFE approach
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Figure 4. Evolution of a business into BFE
ities: Business Family Domain Engineering (BFDE), where
we build the BFE core architecture and the assets and Busi-
ness Family Application Engineering (BFAE), where we
obtain specific products.
Roughly speaking, in BFDE we build the feature model
of the business family and we build a core process frame-
work.
In BFAE, we build a feature model for each business that
represents the evolution without using the core features of
the business family (thus, we minimize the risk of combina-
torial explosion) and we build the product evolution model
for the business.
It is important to say that our scenario is by now limited
to binary relationships between features and processes, in
other words, a feature can not represent a set of processes.
We have identified two different ways to build a business
family: top-down and bottom-up. In top-down approach we
define the set of businesses and processes from zero and
apply the normal sequence of BFE software process. In
bottom-up approach, we can not apply the normal sequence
of the software process defined due to we have a set of busi-
nesses or processes defined in PFE previously to apply BFE
software process. In this paper we only focus in top-down.
5 Obtaining the core process framework of
the business family
To show our approach we use a fast food restaurant chain
business family case study. In this business family there
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Figure 6. Case Study: Fast Food Restaurant
Chain
exists several businesses that share common processes as
cook burgers and other specific for a concrete business,such
cafeteria service. To show our approach we build a BFE
system of this example and derive two businesses from the
family: McDonald’s and Burger King.
Figure 6 shows an example of a business family of a fast-
food restaurant chain. This feature model depicts a simpli-
fied set of processes contained into a fast-food restaurant:
Cook, Serve that depending on the moment Serve can be
Serve Fast or Serve Normal, and Services, that represents
all the possible services given by restaurants: Local, that
represents the basic service, Auto, Birthday´s party, Cafete-
ria and Delivery, that are special services that depends on
different situations or moments at runtime.
To obtain the core processes of this business family we
apply the activities of Business Family Domain Engineer-
ing defined in Section 4. We have used FAMA [5, 3, 4]
software tool to build the feature model of the business
family. FAMA is an academic tool that provides a frame-
work for the automated analysis of feature models integrat-
ing some of the most commonly used logic representations
and solvers proposed in the literature. Figure 7(a) shows
the feature model of our case study in FAMA. After that,
we calculate the core processes of all the businesses apply-
ing analysis operation to feature model defined in [2]. The
result is the set of features selected in 7(a). Then, we build
a feature model of possible evolutions of all products taking
into account only core features. Figure 7(b) shows this fea-
ture model modeled with FAMA. Finally we build core pro-
cess framework model in BPMN as shown in Figure 8. It is
done by combination of each process contained in core fea-
ture model. We are using BPMN extended notation of PE-
SOA approach presented in Section 2. In this example there
exists an abstract process, Serve in Local, that can be imple-
mented by two different ways, Serve Normal in Local and
Serve Fast in Local, and these ways are processes that con-
tains subprocesses defined in BPMN too. Thus, we are able
to develop a business family applying Business Family Ap-
plication Engineering activities. In this example we build
two fast-food restaurants: McDonald´s and Burger King.
Figure 9 sketches both feature models, that are needed to
identify the relationships of variable features and the core
process framework built.
6 Building BFE products and managing the
evolution
BFE approach introduces two different point of views of
a business: static and dynamic. In static point of view, a
business is an entity that contains a set of processes; and
in dynamic, a business is an entity that evolves on runtime.
BFE must provide models to represent these point of views.
6.1 Motivation
As shown previously, a certain business in a business
family is described as:
B = (CF, SV F ∈ V F, F∆(...)
Feature modeling is a good choice to represent the common-
alities and differences of a set of specific business processes.
Thus, in PFE feature models are used to represent which
features are variable and which do not. From this, using
automated analysis of feature models, a the set of common
features (CF ) and (V F ) can be obtained easily [2]. How-
ever, the feature model cannot establish the order of appari-
tion of them represented as F∆, because this models are not
expressive enough for documenting dynamic evolutions on
runtime. As a result, we can conclude that for representing a
certain business Bi in a business family BF graphically, we
Figure 7. Fast food restaurant feature models
modeled in FAMA
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Figure 9. McDonald’s and Burger King Feature Models
have to decorate feature models with a graphical notation
that represents F∆. We call this model Product Evolution
Model.
6.2 Product Evolution Model
Product Evolution Model is represented with a BPMN
state machine where each state represents a product and
each evolution between two or more states is an applica-
tion of F∆ function. Each process contains a BPMN state
chart that represents how is done all the processes that repre-
sents the configuration of the business at this moment. This
BPMN model that can be deployed and simulated into a
business model software engine.
Figure 10 presents McDonald’s Product Evolution
Model. It sketches that in every runtime instant t there ex-
ists a different SV F selected that represents an evolution.
In this example, on a time instant t McDonald’s open his
cafeteria service, thus, there exists in parallel two different
processes: Serve in Cafeteria and Core (Serve in Local).
When McDonald’s close his cafeteria service on time in-
stant t+ 1, F∆ function is applied and an evolution is done
to another state composed by only Core processes. After
that McDonald’s open his Auto-Service and a new evolu-
tion in runtime is applied for t + 2 time instant.
Thus, the main benefit of this model is that we can see
a set of business processes that evolves on runtime, and we
can compare this with other of our family and take decisions
about our business based on evolution of all the businesses
of our family.
7 Conclusions
The main conclusion of this paper is that BFE is feasi-
ble. Its main benefit is that software companies that provide
BDD solutions, can reuse process building a product line
where a set of common processes is extended with the pro-
cesses needed for each customer in a systematic way, thus
reducing costs (in time and money) and improving the qual-
ity of their products, since they are tested for several clients.
Another important conclusion is that PFE cannot be used
directly for BFE. PFE provides techniques to manage the
evolution of the business process of a company based on
SPL ideas, however all the variable features of the process
are added to the final software system, enabling or disabling
them at runtime. While BFE needs techniques that allow
adding only those features that the customer requires. In ad-
dition, techniques used in PFE presents drawbacks. Mainly,
feature models are used to represent runtime variability,
while these models are devoted to static variability.
As PFE is quite valuable for runtime variability, we con-
clude that BFE must be integrated with PFE, but a number
of problems arise. Mainly, as a result of having a product
line (BFE) of product lines (PFE) it occurs an state explo-
sion that hinders the feasibility of this approach. Possible
solutions to the identified problems are: (i) using one fea-
ture model to BFE and one feature model for each prod-
uct, obtaining an hypercube structure, that represents all the
possible variations of products, (ii) using one feature model
to BFE and one feature model for all the possible products
introducing a sugar syntax to feature model for enabling it
for represent changes at runtime and (iii) using one feature
. . . . . .
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Figure 10. McDonald’s Product Evolution Model
model to BFE with annotations that represents changes at
execution time, that is the alternative used in our approach
where the annotation is the product evolution model.
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